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While isovalentdoping of GaAsse.g., by Ind leads to arepulsionbetween the solute atoms, two Cr,
Mn, or Fe atoms in GaAs are found to have lower energy than the well-separated pair, and hence
attract each other. The strong bonding interaction between levels witht2 symmetry on the transition
metal sTMd atoms results in these atoms exhibiting a strong tendency to cluster. Using
first-principles calculations, we show that this attraction is maximal for Cr, Mn, and Fe while it is
minimal for V. The difference is attributed to the symmetry of the highest occupied levels. While the
intention is to find possible choices of spintronic materials that show a reduced tendency to cluster,
one finds that the conditions that minimize clustering tendencies also minimize the stabilization of
the magnetic state. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1921359g

Dilute magnetic semiconductors formed by alloying
magnetic 3d ions into covalent semiconductors have been
studied since the eighties1–3 and received renewed interest
recently4 when high concentration sampless; a few percentd
exhibiting ferromagnetism became available, offering new
prospects for spintronic applications. An important issue here
with the high concentration samples is the tendency of the
magnetic atomsM to associate.5 To set the background for
the problem, let us define the “substitution energy”Esubsnd as
the energy required to taken atoms of elementM from its
bulk metallic reservoirshaving the chemical potentialmMd
and use it to replace Ga atoms in GaAs, placing the ejected
Ga atom in its own reservoirsof energymGad:

Esubsnd = EfGaN−nMnAsNg − EfGaNAsNg − nmM + nmGa,

s1d

whereE is the total energy of the system indicated in paren-
theses, andN denotes the number of atoms. WhenEsubsnd
.0, substitution costs energy with respect to solidelemental
sources. For isovalent elements such asM =In, it was found6

that Esubs1d,0.6 eV/cell for substitution into bulk GaAs,
using the extreme values ofmIn andmGa. For substituting Mn
in GaAs one similarly findsEsubs1d,0.9 eV/cell.7 Thus,
substitution costs energy relative to elemental metallic
sources. The substitution energyEsubsnd is related to the for-
mation enthalpy:

DHsnd = EfGaN−nMnAsNg − nEfMAsg

− sN − ndEfGaAsg,

according to the relationEsubsnd=DHsnd+nK, where, K
=EfMAsg−EfGaAsg+mGa−mM. The calculatedDH s1d for
dilute Mn in GaAs is 0.37/cell for one Mn in a 64 atom
supercell of GaAs. Thus, alloying Mn or isovalent In in
GaAs costs energy also with respect tobinary zinc-blende
sGaAs+MnAsd sources, leading to limited solubility and
macroscopic phase separation into GaAs+MnAs at tempera-
tures below the “miscibility gap” value.8 This could be over-
come however through surface-enhanced solubility8,9 present
during epitaxial growth where the energy of incorporatingM

at the growing surfacesor near-surface layersd compete fa-
vorably with phase separation at the surface.8,9

Having introduced In or Mn into the lattice, one may
next inquire whether two such well-separated impurities at-
tract or repel each other. For this reason we define the
“M –M pair interaction energy”6 as the difference in energy
of placing twoM atoms at different lattice positions relative
to the well-separated limit:

Ds2d = EfGaN−2M2AsNg + EfGaNAsNg

− 2EfGaN−1MnAsNg. s2d

For isovalent alloying of In in GaAs the calculated6 repulsion
was found to beDs2d,30 meV/cell for nearest-neighbors
along thes110d direction. However, for two Mn atoms in
GaAs an attraction of the orderDs2d,−150 meV has been
found in Ref. 10. Thus, Mn exhibits a thermodynamic ten-
dency for atomic association,10,11 making the formation of
“random alloys” difficult, in contrast with the situation for
isovalent semiconductor alloys such as GaInAs.6,8 The rea-
son for the tendency of Mn atoms to associate inside a III–V
semiconductor are however unclear. Schilfgaarde and
Mryasov10 concluded that a strong attraction arises from the
fact that the intra-atomic exchangeJ is large in comparison
with the hopping interaction strengtht between thed orbit-
als. Alvarez and Dagotto12 performed a study of the ferro-
magnetic transition temperatureTc as a function of the ratio
J/ t, finding that for intermediate and large values of this
ratio, large ferromagnetic clusters existed aboveTc although
long-ranged order was broken. The basic mechanism respon-
sible for clustering was that when several Mn spins are close
to one another, small regions can be magnetized efficiently.
These regions remain magnetized even aboveTc. Timm and
co-workers13 suggested that since the introduction of Mn in
GaAs results in the formation of shallow acceptors, these
generate an attractive Coulomb interaction that favors clus-
tering.

In this letter we inquire as to the physical origin of this
attraction. We find that all TMs which introduce into GaAs
partially occupied t2 levels leading to ferromagnetism
sCr,Mnd, or fully occupiedst2d levels leading to antiferro-
magnetismsFed inherently tend to clustersDsnd,0d. Ele-
ments withe levels sVd, however, do not introduce strongadElectronic mail: alex_zunger@nrel.gov
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clustering. Clustering does not depend on the type of mag-
netic interactions,12 as it is predicted both for FM and AFM
cases. It also does not depend on acceptors13 as it occurs in
systems with deep or shallow acceptors. It is strongest along
thek110l crystallographic direction.

To evaluate clustering we generalize Eq.s2d to n atoms
by calculating

Dsnd = fEsGaN−nMnAsNd − EsGaNAsNdg

− nfEsGaN−1MAsNd − EsGaNAsNdg. s3d

This represents the energy cost forn neutral atoms of typeM
in a given geometry to form clusters relative to the limit in
which the atoms are well-separated. In calculating this we
use 64 atom supercells of GaAs constructed with one to four
Ga atoms replaced by the transition metal atoms
sV/Cr/Mn/Fed. Here the lattice constant of the supercell
was fixed at the GGA optimized value of 5.728 Å for pure
GaAs.14 All atomic positions were relaxed by minimizing the
total energy as calculated within the plane-wave pseudopo-
tential total-energy momentum space method,15 using ultra-
soft pseudopotentials,16 and the generalized gradient ap-
proximation sGGAd17 to the exchange correlation as
implemented in theVASP code.18 We used two types of con-
vergence parameters. In the first setspublished previously in
Ref. 14d we have used the following convergence param-
eters: A k-point mesh of 43434, an energy cutoff of
227.2 eV for Mn, real space projectors, no Vosko-Wilk-
Nusair interpolation scheme and medium precision in the
VASP code. This gaveDs2d of −256, −80, −162, and
−206 meV, respectively, for first, second, third, and fourth
neighbors. These results are plotted in Fig. 1. In the second
set shighly convergedd we have used ak-point mesh of 4
3434, an energy cutoff of 300 eV, Vosko–Wilk–Nusair in-
terpolation scheme for the gradient term in the exchange
functional and accurate precision inVASP. This gaveDs2d of
−179, −8, −87, and −130 meV for first, second, third, and
fourth neighbor Mn. In both cases, the internal coordinates
were optimized to minimize the forces, while the lattice con-
stant of the supercell was kept fixed at the GGA optimized
lattice constant of 5.728 Å for GaAs. The total energies were

computed for ferromagnetic as well as antiferromagnetic ar-
rangements of the transition metal atoms and the lowest en-
ergy configuration was chosen while evaluating the cluster-
ing energy. Unless otherwise stated, the calculations have
been performed for the neutral charge state of the defect.

Table I shows our calculatedM –M pair interaction en-
ergies Ds2d for nearest neighbor atomsfat s0,0,0d and
sa/2 ,a/2 ,0d, wherea is the GaAs lattice constantg, as well
asDs4d for four M atoms located at the vertices of the tetra-
hedron formed by four nearest neighbor Ga atoms in a
zincblende lattice located at s0,0,0d, sa/2 ,a/2 ,0d,
sa/2 ,0 ,a/2d, ands0,a/2 ,a/2d. We also give in the table the
electronic configuration of a singleM impurity, showing oc-
cupation ofe-like and t2-like levels.14 This shows that:

sid Cr and Mn, havingpartially occupiedst2-liked levels
at the Fermi energy as well as Fe withfully occupiedst2-liked
levels have large attractive pair energies,Ds2d, while V hav-
ing fully occupiedse-typed levels show significantly reduced
tendency to cluster. Similar tendencies are seen inDs4d. This
suggests that the tendency to cluster reflects the nature of the
occupied orbitals on the two impurity atoms.

sii d The pair interaction energyDs2d does not correlate
with the magnetic state, as evidenced by the fact that Cr and
Mn pairs are ferromagnetic while Fe pairs are antiferromag-
netic, yet they both show a strong tendency for clustering.
This conclusion contrasts with that of Alvarez and Dagotto12

who associated the clusters with breakdown of long-range
ferromagnetism. By associating the formation of clusters
with shallow acceptors, Timm13 also indirectly associated the
existence of clusters with the ferromagnetic state, which is
not supported by the present results.

siii d The pair interactionDs2d does not correlate with the
existence of shallow acceptor levels, as evidenced by the fact
sTable Id that Mn has a shallow acceptor in GaAs, but Cr has
a deeper one, yetDs2d is even more negative for Cr in GaAs.
Similarly, the acceptor in GaN:Mn is extremely deepEv
+1.8 eV andDs2d is found to be extremely negative.10 This
conclusion contrasts with that of Timm,13 who suggest that
long-ranged attractive Coulomb interactions produced by un-
compensated shallow acceptor producing defects bring about
the clustering. These shallow acceptor producing defects in-
duce an attractive force between the nuclear core ofM and
the bound hole. As the Bohr radius for shallow acceptors is
large, the wave function of the hole could overlap with that
of another similarly bound hole about anotherM present.
Hence the energy lowering is greater in the case when the
acceptor level is shallower.

sivd The pair interationDs2d does not correlate with the
J/ t ratio. Indeed, the strength of the couplingt of d orbitals
with e symmetry on neighboring TM atoms is weaker than

FIG. 1. Pairing energiesfEq. s2dg for two V, Cr, Mn, and Fe atoms in GaAs
at 1-4 neighbor Ga-substitutional positions for FMsblack squaresd and AFM
sblack circlesd arrangement of their spins. This is using computational
parameters “set 1.”

TABLE I. Clustering energyfEq. s3dg and the favored magnetic configura-
tion for pairs and for four atom clusters of transition metal atoms. Results
are given per 64-atom cell. The “formal” electronic configuration as well as
location of acceptor transitions for isolated impurities are also provided. The
VASP convergence parameters correspond to “set 1.”

TM Ds2d sin meVd Ds4d sin meVd FM/AFM Config. Acceptor

V −31 −31 FM e2

Cr −281 −1086 FM e2t1 Ev+0.74
Mn −256 −795 FM e2t2 Ev+0.11
Fe −304 −708 AFM e2t3
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between orbitals witht2 symmetry because in the zincblende
structure, while thet2 orbitals point to those on the neighbor-
ing atom, thee orbitals point at an angle of 45° to the line
joining them.1 As the magnitude ofJ is not expected to
change across the series V–Fe, the ratioJ/ t is larger for V in
GaAs, than it is for Cr–Fe in GaAs. However, Table I shows
that the clustering tendencies do not follow the trend of the
ratio J/ t. The presence of clusters of 2–4 Mn atoms are
difficult to detect. Our results suggest that the tendencies for
TM clustering in GaAs is intrinsic. It is difficult to suppress
clustering during growthsas interstitial Mn can be sup-
pressed by annealing of athin filmd, as the substitutional
clusters are not mobile at annealing temperature.

svd We have also performed calculations to examine
clustering tendencies in the charged states of the defects.
Recent experiments19 find a tendency of such defects to an-
ticluster. Considering the case of two MnGa

−1 defects that are
stable when the Fermi energy is above the acceptor level at
Ev+0.1 eV, we find thatDs2d for nearest neighbor pairs is
reduced to −70 meV from −256 meV for MnGa

0 pairs. The
reduction could have two origins. The first being that the
repulsion between the charged MnGa

− units destabilizes the
formation of clusters. The second is that the antiferromag-
netic state associated with the pair of MnGa

− atoms occupying
nearest neighbor Ga positions is weakly stabilized
s,120 meV/celld.

What are the energetics favoring clustering? Clustering
in the FM state is favored by the formation of energy-
lowering bonds between the overlapping, partially-occupied
t2 orbitals on adjacent Mn sites. This interaction localizes the
hole states in a smaller volume while lowering the total en-
ergy. The strong dependence of clustering on the symmetry
of the highest occupied orbital suggests that the large values
of the intraatomic exchange interaction strengthJ in com-
parison with the bonding strengthst are certainly not the
origin. The dependence on the symmetry arises because the
hopping interaction strengtht between two transition metal
atoms are different fore andt2 symmetries. The states withe
symmetry on the TM atom have no counterparts on the host
lattice to couple to, so the TMsed–TMsed coupling is rather
weak. In contrast the states witht2 symmetry on the TM can
couple to host states of the same symmetry available at the
same energy range, so strongindirect TMst2d-hostst2d
-TMst2d effective coupling exists.

The coupling between states witht2 symmetry will be
largest for two TM atoms occupying lattice positions along
the zincblende bonding chain, i.e., joined by the translation
vectorsa/2 ,a/2 ,0d, while it would be the smallest when the
translation vector issa,0 ,0d. On the other hand, for states
with e symmetry, the hopping matrix elements would be
largest when the lattice vector joining the atoms is along the
sa,0 ,0d direction, and smallest along thesa/2 ,a/2 ,0d direc-
tion. Consequently nearest-neighbor Ga-substitutional posi-
tions will not be favored when the highest occupied level has
e symmetry. We make quantitative estimates of this aspect of
clustering by considering pairs of transition metal atoms with

the first atom at the origin and the second atsa/2 ,a/2 ,0d
;NN1; or sa,0 ,0d;NN2, or sa/2 ,a/2 ,ad;NN3, or
sa,a,0d;NN4 being the NN-th neighbor. The clustering/
pairing energy were evaluated and the results are plotted in
Fig. 1.

We see indeed that:sid the results for Cr, Mn, and Fe
indicate that the strengths of the hopping matrix elements are
largest when the atoms can be joined by the vector along the
s1 1 0d direction. sii d It is not just nearest neighbor lattice
positions that are mutually attractive, but even farther neigh-
bor Mn pairs show substantially negativeDs2d. siii d Cluster-
ing is favored by the magnetic ground state whether FMsCr,
Mnd or AFM sFed, whereas magneticallyexcited states
sAFM-Cr, AFM-Mn, or FM-Fed have weaker clustering ten-
dencies. This is because a substantial portion of the energy
favoring clustering comes from the energy stabilizing the
observed magnetic ground state. The clustering energy is not
equal to the magnetic stabilization energy as there is an en-
ergy cost brought about by the additional perturbation of the
host lattice in bringing two or more impurity atoms close to
each other compared to when they are far separated.

We conclude that clustering is produced by the tendency
of t2 orbitals on each TM to couple, thus lowering the energy
of the system. This tendency is maximal for bond-oriented
M –M pairs. Note that the magnetism itself is stabilized by
the same bonding interaction. Thus, systems with weak clus-
tering se.g., Vd also have weak magnetism.
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